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Learning How-to > Learn How-to — build > then-build > a 
Knowledgeable Vantage Point that is a place of respect/
reverence for the proven Principles, Precepts and Practices 
that give substance to the World that directly-affects your 
options and opportunities — is a DIY > Collaborative, 
Pragmatic, Knowledge-based Activity that starts here $

 There are 12 Planks in a Deck 
 with a Vantage Point

Become Successfully + Satisfactorily + Securely Employed during 
America’s Age of Automation (2012–2072) > become Indispensable.

First > Build a Vantage Point
Invest In Yourself. Pick 3 to start.
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... Gender Relations...

Personal Value System

Perspectives > Fit...

Financial Stability...
Unique Relationships...
Purpose in Life > Goals...



Building a Vantage Point
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Define/Delineate yourself-to-yourself > provides Perspective > a sense of 
Place > a basis for developing/tuning-up/optimizing your inherent Capabilities/ 
Competences and developing a Competitive Advantage.

Form a Cluster: On YsUPAmerica.com we provide PDF versions you 
can run off on your home computer/printer. (Place Cards = 2 per 
standard letter size paper; Group meetings = standard letter size paper; 
Collaborative Cluster Sessions = 11”x17” 3-fold with Note space)

 #7: Congenial Gender Relations > recognize 
gender related inherent species roles that 
dictate Perspectives, Motivation, Aptitude and 
Attitude. Be-advised: Attitude is a total exercise 
of Free Will. A little Lust can help or hinder.

 #9: Clarify Perspectives > Where do you want to 
fit? What is > Possible? – Probable? – Likely? 
What do you need to know? What do you have 
to be able to-do? In what Timeframe? At what 
Opportunity Cost? Dollar:Cost Benefit Analysis?

 #9: Maximize Financial Stability > Acquire the 
“Intellectual Skill Sets” that provide the best-
way for you to acquire maximum revenue/ 
reward/recognition for Your Labor/Services/
Good Counsel = Wages? Salary? Contract? > ?

#10: Codify Value System > What is important 
to you? Delineate your perspectives? Does it 
show? Behavior testifies to Beliefs.

#11: Companionship > unique personal relationships 
> based-on complimentary interests, values 
and experiences that by Collaborating can 
help each other Stabilize > Cope > Grow => 
Waigaya.

#12: Define Purpose in Life > concisely identified 
Goals and Objectives based-on a delineated 
Value System. (aka: MBO provides a useful 
basis for Decision-making while generating 
motivation > initiation > collaborating > 
implementation).

#1: Energize Your Physique > Physiology > Intellect 
= clean + nourishing food, water, air and suitable 
Protective clothing, accommodations (aka: housing) 

#2: Verbalizing + Visualizing > Lead to adaptive 
Processing and Intent. Verbalizing => Conforming 
to SOP Processing. Visualizing => Envisioning > 
Adapting > Adopting.

#3: Optimize: Range of Physical Motion > Flex and 
Stretch; exercise Lungs/Breathing. One-on-One 
collaborative, challenging, competitive, recre-
ational non-contact/non-impact/non-collision sports. 
(Croquet, Double Dutch Jump Rope, Body Boarding, 
Shuffle Board, Bowling, Pickle Ball, etc.)

#4: Manage Attitude > Attitude is a total exercise in 
Free Will. Attitude results from our unique personal 
perception of our situation and circumstance rela-
tive to our expectations and aspirations. Attitude 
can be managed by examining the Cause and  
Affect and Effect of our Perceptions via 5 Whys.

#5: Accessible Sanctuary from Environs, Environment, 
Society, Poor judgment and when the Gods seem 
to-be against you. We all fail. Try not to make it 
a habit. 24 Failures:1 success > is acceptable in 
everyday life (non-personal/non-relational).

#6: Delineated Identity > sense of self – What you 
are? Why you are? Who you are? Why anyone 
should care? If you don’t > why should anyone 
else? No one can demean, disparage, belittle you 
without your permission!

The 12 Plank Topics for building a Deck that 
provides a Vantage Point. (Pick at least 3 to start.)

Descartes said, “I Think therefore – I am.” An 
employer’s question = “You am – What?” Your 
response can-be, “I am a Certified Top-Tier prospective 
employee”. I have been Souped-up, Tuned-up and 
uniquely Certified. 
However, keep in Mind, you are a unique individual so 
all forms of strategic thinking, planning, initiation that 
can deliver a sense of success and satisfaction to-you > 
must start with-you. Plus: the success of your Strategic 
Thinking depends on the Quality of your Knowledge-
able Vantage Point. 
Ben Franklin said, “Failing to Prepare is preparing to 
Fail.” The 12 Topic Planks can build a Deck that will 
provide you with a superior Vantage Point from which 
you can Learn How-to > Learn-by-Doing > DIY with 
Mentoring and Collaborating. Preparing starts here:
Choose a Topic Plank. Select a Category from 
that Topic Plank which might affect your options, 
opportunities, lifestyle, financial security, etc. Then ask 
— What is the-least I need to know + be able to Do to 
benefit from recognizing > respecting this Plank Topic 
and its incumbent Categories?   
Then, using Google > and perhaps adding Family, 
Friends, Associates in collaboration > answer 5 ques-
tions regarding the Topic/category you have selected 
in a Single Statement of less than 100 words that 
includes: 1) What is it? 2) What does it do? 3) How 
does it do it? 4) Why should I care? 5) Can I mitigate/
manage its impact on me/us? (aka: a Postulate)
A Knowledgeable Vantage Point can be reinforced 
by Game Theory which has applications in all fields of 
social science, as well as in logic, systems science and 
computer science and GO, a Strategy game invented 
in China more than 2,500 years ago. Easier to play > 
more complicated > than Chess. 


